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Nyungar Philosophy

The Trilogy of Budjar, Moort & Katadjin
(Country, Family & Knowledge)

(L. Collard)

My Grandmother used to say this was to be passed on to her children and her
grannies... there are places where you fi nd serenity; where you fi nd a sense of

belonging … that this is a part of our place, this is a part of our area, our culture.

Nitcha boodjar koonyarn nitcha koorl buranginy boodjar karluk maya
koonyarn wah. Deman deman and maam wiern kia moort koonyarn.

Deman and maam noonookurt, boodjar koonyarn karla koorliny.
Koorlongka boorda ngeenunyiny.

Those words say that this is my country where I belong. This is deman and maam,
my grandmother and grandfather’s land, this is their land where their spirits move

now. Boorda or later on, this is going to be the responsibility of my children and my
children’s children, their home and this place will always be linked to their spirit.

(Reverend S. Garlett 2002).
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The Nature of Aboriginal Languages

To speak a language you need to know not just a list of words, but you need also to understand how to put 
them together into sentences, as well as the right form of the word to convey the meaning you intend. In 
English you need to know that the subject goes before the verb, and the object follows it. If you change the 
order of the words, a diff erent meaning will result. For example; The man saw the dog means something 
very diff erent to The dog saw the man; in each case the noun preceding the verb is the subject, the one who 
does the seeing, while the noun following it is the object, the one who is seen. Notice also that the verb saw 
takes diff erent forms depending on whether the seeing happened before (saw), is happening now (sees), or 
will happen later (will see). Word order in Nyungar is typically Subject-Object-Verb.

eg.1 Yonga dwert djinang (yonga – subject / dwert – object / djinang – verb)
Nyungar translation in English - kangaroo dog see
English translation - the dog saw the kangaroo
eg.2 Ngany karlak kurliny (ngany – subject / karlak – object / kurliny – verb)
Nyungar translation in English – me/I home going
English translation - I’m going home

An Appropriate and Accepted Orthography and Grammatical Structure (Table 2 Page 5)
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Table 1 above outlines the process that was followed to collect and collate the information and knowledge of language for this project. It highlights 
some of the key elements which must be incorporated as an accepted and appropriate process for doing things “proper way” when working with 
Nyungar people and their families and communities. It was endorsed by the Project Reference Group as a valid template for language consultation 
and information collection.



The teaching and learning of Nyungar language has shifted from a period when we had strong knowledge 
and use (when it was spoken and taught by many fl uent speakers and teachers – who however, could not 
write it) to the current period where our knowledge is limited because we have very few fl uent speakers 
and teachers. There is however, an important development that has seen a signifi cant revival of the once 
considered “dead or dying” Nyungar language. That development has seen the growth of the technical 
knowledge of Nyungar people themselves, to develop the writing of their language. This important 
development ensures our wonderful language will never die. However, there is still much work to be done 
if we are to ensure the integrity of our Nyungar language. This is very important because unlike our old 
grannies who learned about language by listening to their old people (then copying the way it was spoken 
and used), today most of our children learn best by reading and if we are going to be inconsistent in how we 
write and spell our words, we can expect that our children will read, learn and pronounce them accordingly.

Correct spelling therefore plays a critical role in the future of Nyungar language. How we spell the words 
of our language, infl uences and can determine how we teach, learn and speak our language. Having an 
acceptable orthography can ensure consistency which in turn can contribute to maintaining a high level of 
integrity – if the rules and principles of the accepted orthography are followed and maintained (as they are 
with English and other broadly used languages).

The orthography (system of spelling for a language) adopted for this project is one that has appeared 
consistently in previous publications of Nyungar/Noongar wordlists and dictionaries. It was accepted by 
Nyungar people at two language conferences held in the south west in 1986 and 1990 and has been used 
consistently since.

Grammar deals with the ways in which words of a language go together to form sentences (syntax) and with 
the structureof words (morphology). Nyungar language is grammatically, vastly diff erent from English. In 
fact it is more like Latin and Greek than English. The examples above demonstrate that diff erence.

When writing Nyungar language, a general principle has been adopted of one spelling for one sound. This 
means that it is relatively easy to pronounce a word once you know how it is spelled, and to spell a word 
when you know how it is pronounced. So I therefore implore every Nyungar to get to know the Nyungar 
orthography and grammatical structure of our language. I also encourage every wedjella using our language 
to adopt a consistent set of principles and rules for how the language is represented and promoted. The 
future of our language in this region depends on how well we write, speak and teach it, each of which is 
inter-dependent and therefore must be consistent with the other. This orthography was endorsed by the 
Project Reference Group.
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Introduction

Western Australia with its wide range of climates, soils and habitats supports a rich and diverse range of 
plants and animal species. It has been recognised internationally as an area of ‘megadiversity’. Almost a third 
of the worlds’ bio-diversity is found in the south-west of the Western Australia. With 111 endemic genera 
and 3000 endemic species of fl owering plants the south-west of the state, including the Avon Catchment 
Region, remains a remarkable and unique heritage, albeit that the fl ora and fauna is under ever increasing 
threat for their survival. This western third of the Australian continent contains the largest proportion of 
endemic forms of plants which occur no where else in the world. We have over 270 plants and 70 animals 
under threat of extinction and 45% of Australia’s vertebrate and vascular plants species occur in Western 
Australia. Nearly all of these threatened plants are in the south-west. 

Plant names are most often expressed by Australians by a scientifi c name rather than by a common name. 
Bottlebrushes (the common name) include 6 genera and some 50 plus species. For scientists and botanists 
there needs to be some distinction. Variety, species, genus, family and author are the most common 
expressions used to determine these botanical names. These determine diff erences through distinction.

To the lay person and many gardeners the scientifi c name may not be important so the common name 
which have been established for many years prevail. It is the how the many of these common names 
originated that is of particular interest to this project. As an example the bottlebrush as a common name 
has undoubtedly an Anglicized origin because of its shape, but others obviously have an Aboriginal language 
origin for example the Banksia Occidentalis is called the Waaly by Ballardong Nyungar people, the Cherax 
spp. or freshwater crayfi sh are called djilgy, the Tammar wallaby is called a dhamer and the York Jam tree is 
called Mangart by Nyungar people.

With European settlement and colonisation the proliferation of unique species became progressively 
greatly threatened, due to deforestation and clearing activities for farming, grazing and timber products. 
This changing land scape has bought with it ever increasing pressures for survival on the natural fl ora and 
fauna which remains dramatically impacted by these agricultural occupational activities, introduced plant 
and animal species and urbanisation of the landscape. Species survival remains problematic and in many 
cases remnants of natural wildlife and plants now only remain in National Parks and reserves.

The Avon Catchment is diverse in soil type from some coastal sands derived from limestone to mainly sands 
derived from laterite and granite. Soils are generally of low fertility and some-what defi cient in organic 
matter as well as being slightly acidic. The Catchment area sometimes known as the Avon District consists 
mainly of Eucalyptus woodlands (marlak), thickets and mallee lands (nganjima). 

Across the Avon Catchment area the specifi c soil type and the prevailing weather have dictated the 
survival of fl ora and fauna alike. Summers (Birak/Bunuru) are long and dry with low relative humidity and 
temperatures average of 33C with hot prevailing winds from the east during much of the day, tempered 
by cooling south-west breezes in the late afternoon. Winters (Makuru/Djilba) are moderately wet but mild 
with frosts being spasmodic and localised. Most of the rains fall between May and October and daylight 
averages eight hours over the year.

Nyungar people have understood, fl ourished, harvested, managed and preserved this unique environment 
for over 40,000 years. Colonists since 1827 have progressively destroyed or gravely endangered many of 
the localised fl ora and fauna particularly with the expansion along the Swan and Canning rivers and the 
settlement of the Avon Catchment. Through excessive reliance on fertilisers for farming and cropping of 
the unfertile soils and massive clearing of the forests and grasslands, degradation of the waterways through 
algal bloom and salt, has occurred and now requires massive investments to preserve the health of the 
waterways and lakes and those remnants of fl ora and fauna still surviving.
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Nyungar is the collective name given to those Aboriginal people who live in the South-West of the state. 
They are not one group or clan and it is some what coincidental that the Botanic Provinces and Districts 
of the state almost align with the area of land traditionally occupied by Nyungar clans. Nyungar country 
is identifi ed as that being a line drawn west of Geraldton to the east of Merredin and down to Esperance. 
Linguistically and structurally there existed about 14 major groups of Nyungars’ each who identifi ed with 
a particular tract of land called budjar. Country (budjar) and its resources were guarded and permission to 
enter or travel across had to be granted before entry. Much of the social structures, belief system, social 
fabric, identity, story and song lines associated with Nyungar spiritual beliefs were central to the peoples
country and place. Celebrations and ceremony all emanated from nature which includes all forms of life, 
waterways and places as did creation, birth, life, death and the after-life as all emanated from the land.

Each clan or tribal group were made up of family groups (moort). These groups associated themselves with 
their karla budjar, which was a particular area where they hunted, foraged, lived and cultivated food. With 
only minor diff erences in dialect and custom all these clans and family groups from across the south-west 
communicated and interacted.

Men, women and children had diff erent, distinctive and yet complementary roles. Adult males hunted with 
spears( kitj) and boomerangs (kirli) while women and children dug and foraged for bush tucker, birds, eggs, 
reptiles and smaller animals. Digging sticks (waana) were the preferred tool used, particularly by women, 
for digging and most usually were made from Acacia branches (mindalong boorn) with one end sharpened 
and hardened in a fi re. Men conducted the hunts for kangaroo (yonga), emu (waitj) and other birds’ (djet )
often using fi re (karl) to drive and trap the animals prior to killing them.

Nyungar people formed the basis of a six season year described by the prevailing weather conditions with 
associated fl ora and fauna activities and growth. 

Birak was the hot dry time over December and January
Bunuru covered late summer and early autumn over February and March 
Djeran covered the cooler period of April and May 
Makuru was early winter from June and July 
Djilba spanned late winter and early spring over August and September; and 
Kambarang with decreasing rain went from October to November.

Fishing in the ocean coincided in Bunuru when the country lacked water. Makuru was when the swans 
moulted and being unable to fl y could be easily hunted.

Activities and observations dictated hunting, harvest, diet and economies of product and production. These 
activity economies came from observations and indicators of growth, colour, appearance and propagation 
centrally associated with the prevailing weather and dictated times for specifi c hunting, gathering and 
foraging of animals and plants. Travel and trade as well as gatherings and ceremony across the Clan holdings 
(country) also took place to coincide with the weather. Nyungars developed their economies and spiritual 
beliefs from the land and the waterways.

 Fire (karl) was a critical ingredient for life, propagation, tool making and the most importantly management 
of country. Nyungars’ used the Waaly (Banksia Occidentalis) cones (midja), smouldering tree branches and 
Bor (Grass-trees or Blackboys) as implements (mirlen) for carrying and making fi re. Seasonal and selective 
burning was a major strategy for hunting, propagation and regeneration. The Nyungar used fi re as a tool 
for their survival either in hunting, cooking, propagation and managing the health of country. Burning of 
country kept it clean and fertile for the renewal of life. This process of burning country (fi restick farming) 
was known by Nyungar as karl ngarra. 
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The Bor (Blackboy or Grasstree) as with other plants had multiple usages for the Nyungar. Biriny is the resin 
from the Bor and was used for weapon and tool making, fl owering stems (mirlen) provided edible gum 
honey and when the stems dried they were used as poles for hut frames (mia-mia). Dried leaves for fi re 
lighting, thatching and fl oor covering. The dried trunk was used as fi re tinder while when growing the plant 
was also the habitat of witchetty (bardi) grubs. The gum from eucalypts has antiseptic properties and was 
used to disinfect wounds and cuts, in smaller concentrations as a hygienic mouth wash, and when mixed 
with clay and water as a medicine.

The Wargal or Rainbow Serpent and the Waitj (Emu) were creator beings of the world of the Nyungar. This 
world dictated by the prevailing weather meant the family (moort) moved through the landscape. They 
followed in the footsteps of their ancestral fathers who had been taught and guided by the creators who 
had provided and stocked the country with wildlife, species of plants, kalleep or places to camp and water 
sources to sustain everything. The storylines, song-lines and Dreaming associated with the creation of all 
life form the basis of the Nyungar belief system (kundaam). This treading in the steps of our fathers reaffi  rms 
the beliefs, values, the social structures and fabric of the creation of the earth, the water and
the sky and all things that live in and on it. 

Conservation and sustainability are words that readily spring to mind when we talk of Nyungar culture. The 
ability to extract resources from the land, to survive and manage the land through sustainable practices has 
been diminished as a product of European settlement since the 19th century and the removal of Nyungar 
clans and families from their Budjar. Traditional land management practices, burning regimes, ceremonial, 
custodian roles and keeper responsibilities have ceased in most parts of Nyungar country, primarily 
because access and custodianship of much of this land has been removed and denied since colonisation. 
Many mammals, animals and plant species have disappeared also. The landscape is irrevocably altered and 
changed, water ways are polluted the air is contaminated, introduced plants and animals proliferate and 
have removed many of the revered forms of life central to Nyungar ancestral dreaming and culture. No 
longer are the regeneration ceremonies practiced.

The natural status quo of life and living for the Nyungar has increasingly continued to cease over the past 
100 years. It is now time to re-introduce the “Carers of Everything” back into the global responsibilities of 
Caring for Our Country.

This project as with other national heritage activities is an acknowledgement that much still remains to be 
understood about the development of propagation techniques for natural fl ora and fauna species survival 
and their re-establishment. It is recognised that the most eff ective way of conserving our natural wild life and 
plants in their natural surrounds is through education, communication and publicity. Preservation involves 
survival of species through propagation and cultivation and this requires investment, time and energy. 
The Avon Catchment Council together with the Nyungar people as partners in this project, represent that 
investment for the future of children and future generations. Knowledge of their origins through Nyungar 
stories, song lines and beliefs of the fl ora and fauna as well as the signifi cant places and sites, will enhance 
their value inside the Avon Catchment community.

We hope this document will make a positive contribution to the ongoing development of Nyungar/Wedjella 
relations within the Avon Catchment Region. We encourage the use of the language to promote Nyungar 
engagement in natural resource management and to demonstrate intimate Nyungar knowledge (Katadjin) 
of their traditional lands (Budjar) and its biodiversity. We want to promote our words, our names and our 
places across this region and we would like to work with all people to better care for our Budjar. This was the 
sentiment shared by all Elders who contributed to this work.
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Nyungar NRM wordlist for 
the Avon Catchment Region

Elder Ruth Hayden with Children at the Women’s birthing site, Northam.
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Ngangk

Miyak

karl-boorn

Kep wari

maar
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Keny / kany

worl
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Bidit/ kilat

Kara
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Woorda

Barang
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Boort

Daariny / 
Yinar
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Wilgi, yoort and yoont

Niran
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Kirli

Warna

Wunta

Dowak

Buka
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kotj

Karl boyi

Yaak
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Notes
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Ochre pit at Yarraguia farm.
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